MYRTLE BEACH REDNECK TOUR

JUNE 28, 2015

MBRNT News
Tour to release limited edition beer Koozies
The goal of the Redneck
tour has always been to
provide males over twentytwo, with disposable
income, not going through a
divorce, job change, mid-life
crisis or new baby, the best
week of their year.

two, limited edition Redneck
tour Koozies.

There was a huge internal
debate at the tour
headquarters: Can or bottle.
Bottle is more versatile for
beer, but Can Koozies are the
favorite for every day use. The
“Hot” Rod Collier has been deciding factor came down to
the unspoken Mendoza line Commie beer. Since Commie
for many years…and to
beer is only sold in bottles,
commemorate the 2015
growlers, or dirty taps by
edition, the tour has
bearded hippies with multiple
decided to issue limited
degrees standing on concrete
edition Koozies. For a
floors with queer bands
nominal $11, each Redneck playing in the background, the
will receive not one, but
tour opted for the Can
version.

Why Myrtle every year?
Some people ask, “why do you always go to
Myrtle”?

3. Drive time - From Knoxville, nothing is
closer…or better for the money.
4. Replays - Myrtle is the only place I know
1. Variety - Go to Hilton Head, Pinehurst or
that oﬀers sensible replays after a morning
some blue-hair haven in Floriduh and tell me
18, other destinations oﬀer them for their
how many courses of Myrtles quality can you
own course but others? Clueless.
play within a 3o minute drive.
5. Dining options - literally hundreds
2. Cost - Hands down, Myrtle is the cost leader. 6. Golf shops - The discount shoe shop always
Competition (sorry Communist Democrats)
has great deals. Martins (now the PGA
is good. Flights are cheap too.
Superstore) is just plain amazing!
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MYRTLE BEACH REDNECK TOUR

MAY 11, 2015
Calendar:
August 19, 2015 - Dunes
(Private), Heather Glen (9)
August 20, 2015 - Tigers Eye,
Oyster Bay (9)
August 21, 2015 - True Blue,
Caledonia
August 22, 2015 - Tidewater, Glen
Dornoch (9)

A few things to keep in mind…
• Tee times will be prominently
posted before each day’s play.
In the old days, Rednecks had
to depend on paper maps,
then Mapquest…but since we
all have phones with Maps on
them, being late is NOT
tolerable. Be on time.
• Slow play - Don’t take a long
time to hit a shitty shot. If
you are playing bad, don’t
whine. You aren’t that good
anyway and no one gives a shit
about your game any way, only
theirs.
• Drinking - Drinking a lot is
fine on the trip. Some are
married to battle axes others
pretend to be happy singles,
either way, it’s your vacation…
just don’t ruin anyone else’s by
being a jerk-drunk or you will
be banned.
• Food - We usually pass by a
Chick fil-a every morning.
Some like to go to an actual
breakfast place in the AM.
Many are cheap and give you
lots of food. Lunch is always
at the course. Group dinners
are preferred but the tour has

•

•

•
•
•

loosened this considerably
over the years. We usually eat
at least one buﬀet and one
nice meal per trip. Chains are
expressly banned. You can
eaten Outback and Olive
Garden back home junior.
Gambling - This is completely
optional. We used to do a
Redneck of the year
tournament by handicapping
random rounds but more have
favored doing daily games for
no more than $10.
Clear your phone the night
before so you can take
pictures and videos. Having
one guy take videos (Sponcia)
is inconsiderate. The more
video and pics, the better the
complimentary DVD will be
after the trip.
Bring ear plugs. Many people
snore.
Feel free to play whatever tees
you want, it’s your vacation.
Texas Hold em’ is held at least
1-2 nights, bring extra money
for it. Usually $20 buy in.

August 23, 2015 - Legends Moorland

PLAYER PROFILE:
“HOT” RODNEY
COLLIER

Veteran Rodney Collier is no

stranger to the Redneck tour.
With a hook only an
instructor would love, Hot
Rod is poised to shoot in the
mid-high 80’s. Rod’s deep
Saskatchewan accent will
have a few tour rookies
baﬄed. Tour advice: Watch
the movie “Fargo” a few
times before coming and
everything will be fine. On a
positive note, Rod usually has a
good short game and is a decent
putter. Negatives? Known to
take free cigars, beer, and will
want to hit everyones clubs.
Rod likes to claim he’s poor, but
with no dependents he is aware
of, that excuse doesn’t fly.
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